
Erickson +
Coaching Network





Live Training 
Sessions

ICF CCE-ACCREDITED 
TRAINING

FACILITATED 
PRACTICE LABS

Alumni told us that they wanted to 
develop their coaching confidence; 

learn practical tips from more 
experienced colleagues and get their 
questions answered. That’s why we 

created special alumni training. 

Lab is a monthly 3-hour live session 
where Erickson facilitators, 

Practice is what makes a coach.
Practice labs are a 2-hour live events 

where you are invited to practice 
what you’ve learned on an ICF-

accredited lab with peers. Attending 
a lab will let you practice with at 

least 2 peers. 

BOOK CLUB / 
COMMUNITY EVENTS
In Erickson we read a lot. We have a 

library of books that we read (or hope 
to read one day). Let us read together, 
discuss what we’ve read and let each 

other unpack the value of books 
through discussions

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT 
EVENTS

Erickson + is a community and we 
want to put a strong spotlight on our 

graduates needs.

Hero events are an opportunity for 
alumni, industry leaders, and 

Erickson experts to speak, provide 
value to fellow alumni, and share 

ideas.

6+
Hours of live 
content monthly to 
make you a better 
coach

36
CCE’s if you attend 
all 12 ‘ICF CCE-
Accredited Training 
Labs’ and CCE talks

mentors, and coaches would 
provide advanced training, 

share their practical tips, answer 
questions and encourage.



Business 
Starter Kit

REVENUE DRIVERS FOR COACHES

N. of 
Active clients

N. of years 
in practice 

N. of sessions 
per client

Fee per 
session

Additional 
non-coaching 
services

Per session 
costs

Coaching Practice 
Management Tool

• Performance of each offering
• Lead channel performance
• Sales pipeline
• Session-tracking tool
• Revenue per client overtime / 

Revenue per month 
• Planned revenue
• ICF-hours calculator 

(how many more  sessions you need 
before you can apply to the next status) 

BEST PRACTICES OF GETTING YOUR 
FIRST 100 COACHING HOURS 

Social 
Media 
content 
starter 
pack

Mindset

PackagesGoals

Channels Pricing

66%
of coaches work with 
managers and leaders

DATA ABOUT 
THE GLOBAL 
CONTEXT OF 

THE INDUSTRY
FOR SETTING REALISTIC 

EXPECTATIONS

90%
Of coaches offer 
additional services



Coaching 
Demos

PCC
Coaches provided 
content

11+
Sessions as of
Erickson + launch



Networking 
and Practice

FACILITATED PRACTICE AND 
NETWORKING SESSIONS

RESOURCES

DISCUSSION GROUPS

2 hours + of facilitated practice every 
month for premium members of the 

network

Templates, tracking tools and 
frameworks to help your peer-

coaching be a true development of 
coaching skills

Find yourself coaching buddies, coach 
your way to ICF accreditation

Chance to coach 
Erickson organizational 

clients
With a rapidly growing number of 

organizational clients, we are looking 
for coaches from all walks of life, varying 

ICF statuses and functional areas of 
expertise. If you are an Erickson alumni, 

we would like to work with you!


